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Results in Brief 
What We Did 

The objective of our audit was to determine the extent to which the U.S. Department of 
Education (Department) had processes for ensuring that Federal Student Aid’s (FSA) 
fiscal year (FY) 2020–2024 strategic goals, objectives, and related performance 
indicators were effective. Our audit covered FSA’s strategic planning and related 
activities from March 2019 through issuance of FSA’s final “Federal Student Aid, Fiscal 
Year 2020 Through 2024 Strategic Plan” (FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan) in 
December 2020. It also included FSA’s activities for obtaining feedback from internal 
and external stakeholders. 

To achieve our objective, we interviewed FSA and Department employees and officials 
who were responsible for establishing or reviewing FSA’s strategic goals, objectives, and 
performance indicators. We also reviewed draft and final versions of the FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan, FSA’s 2019 and 2020 annual reports, strategic plan status update 
presentations, and evidence showing the Department’s review and approval of the 
FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. Additionally, we compared the strategic goals, objectives, 
and performance indicators included in the FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan with the former 
Secretary of Education’s (Secretary) goals and guidance and the strategic goals, 
objectives, and performance indicators included in the “U.S. Department of Education 
Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2018–2022” (Department’s FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan) 
to determine whether they were aligned.1 Finally, we compared FSA’s strategic goals, 
objectives, and performance indicators with best practices described in the 
December 2019 version of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-11, 
“Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget,” Part 6, sections 200.5, 200.22, 
230.7, 230.8, and 240.9. The purpose of this comparison was to assess whether FSA’s 
FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan goals and objectives were specific, measurable, achievable, 
relevant, and timebound and the related performance indicators measured the results 
of actions that would help FSA advance or achieve the established strategic goals and 
objectives. 

 

1 The Department’s FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan does not include information about Department-level 
performance indicators. However, the Department included performance indicators in its April 28, 2020, 
“FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan—Quarterly Performance Review (QPR) Quarter 2 (Q2) FY 2020.” In this 
report, FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan refers to the Department’s FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan and the 
related quarter 2 quality performance review. 
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What We Found 

FSA did not have documented processes to guide its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning 
and to ensure that the strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators included 
in the FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan were effective. Only after a new Chief Operating 
Officer (COO) for FSA had been officially installed in March 2019 did FSA start its 
FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities.2 The former COO for FSA directed the Chief 
Executive for Strategic Planning and Reporting (SPAR) for FSA to facilitate the FY 2020–
2024 strategic planning. The Chief Executive for SPAR used a strategic planning model 
that incorporated a tiered approach for engagement. The tiered approach started with 
FSA senior leaders and later extended to employees at various levels of FSA. Once it had 
a draft of the FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan, FSA submitted the draft plan through the 
Department’s clearance process. The clearance process provided internal Department 
stakeholders, including the Office of the Secretary and Deputy Secretary and Office of 
the Under Secretary, an opportunity to provide feedback. After receiving approval from 
internal stakeholders, FSA provided external stakeholders with the opportunity to 
provide feedback. The Chief Executive for SPAR retained records of the FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan activities completed from March 2019 through December 2020.3 

By not starting the strategic planning activities until March 2019, only 6 months before 
the start of FY 2020 performance period (October 1, 2019, through September 30, 
2020), FSA did not have sufficient time to draft, submit through the Department’s 
clearance process, revise, post for the mandatory 30-day external public comment 
period, and finalize its FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan before the start of the performance 
period.4 Based in part on the late start of this process, FSA did not issue the final 
FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan until December 21, 2020, more than 14 months after the 
start of the performance period. As a result, contrary to the Higher Education Act of 
1965, as amended (HEA), section 141(c)(1)(A), FSA did not publish its FY 2020–2024 

 

2 This COO for FSA held the position from March 2019 through March 2021. For the purposes of this 
report, we are referring to this COO for FSA as the former COO, unless otherwise noted. 

3 Throughout this report, we are describing the activities that FSA took to develop its FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan. These activities were not based on any documented processes that were in place before 
FSA started its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning. 

4 The Department’s clearance process provided reviewers with 15 days to review and comment on the 
initial draft of FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. 
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Strategic Plan by the start of the performance period or before the end of the first year 
of the performance period. 

Despite FSA not having documented processes to guide its strategic planning, the 
strategic goals, objectives, and majority of performance indicators included in the final 
FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan are effective. All 5 strategic goals and all 15 objectives are 
specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and timebound. They also align with the 
former Secretary's goals and guidance and the Department's FY 2018–2022 Strategic 
Plan. Of the 44 performance indicators included in FSA’s final FY 2020–2024 Strategic 
Plan, 37 (84 percent) are intended to measure the results of actions that FSA took or will 
take to achieve the strategic goals and objectives. These 37 performance indicators also 
align with the former Secretary's goals and guidance and the Department's FY 2018–
2022 Strategic Plan. However, the methodologies to measure progress for the other 
seven (16 percent) performance indicators had not been fully developed or had not 
been approved when FSA published the final FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan in 
December 2020. Therefore, we could not determine whether the seven performance 
indicators will be measurable. 

While we recognize that the Department and FSA included effective strategic goals, 
objectives, and performance indicators in FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan, we stress 
that it is equally important for the Department and FSA to ensure that each strategic 
plan is created, reviewed, approved, and made publicly available by the start of the 
performance period. As a PBO, FSA is allowed to operate without the constraints of 
certain rules and regulations to facilitate the achievement of specific measurable 
strategic goals and objectives. Without documented processes for ensuring that a 
strategic plan will be in place at the start of the performance period, FSA officials and 
other employees might not fully understand what is expected of them or how they will 
be evaluated during the first year of the 5-year performance period. Additionally, 
stakeholders, including the President and Secretary, could not effectively evaluate FSA’s 
performance and did not have information necessary to hold FSA leaders accountable 
for improving the administration and modernizing the delivery of student financial 
assistance under Title IV of the HEA. To provide reasonable assurance that FSA 
employees understand what is expected of them and stakeholders know what 
performance goals FSA should achieve, FSA should ensure that future strategic plans are 
in place before the start of the relevant performance period (see Finding 1). 

We also found that former secretaries and former COOs for FSA have not executed 
performance agreements for the COOs since FY 2015. According to section 141(d)(3) of 
the HEA, the Chief Operating Officer may be removed by the President or the Secretary 
for failure to meet performance goals set forth in the performance agreement described 
in paragraph (4). Section 141(d)(4) of the HEA requires the Secretary and the COO for 
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FSA to enter into an annual performance agreement that sets forth measurable 
organization and individual goals. The law also requires the agreement to be made 
publicly available. 

Accountability for results is measured in part by performance agreements and 
performance evaluations, including the performance agreements and evaluations of the 
COO for FSA. Without timely executing performance agreements that are publicly 
available, the ability of stakeholders, including the President and the Secretary, to hold 
the COO for FSA accountable for FSA’s performance as a PBO diminishes (see Finding 2). 

What We Recommend 

We recommend that the COO for FSA design and document processes to guide FSA 
through future strategic planning. The documented processes should take into account 
time-specific milestones for completing key activities, such as the Department’s internal 
stakeholder feedback processes and the statutory external stakeholder comment 
period, and be designed to ensure that FSA complies with the HEA. We also recommend 
that the Secretary and the COO for FSA ensure that they timely execute and make 
publicly available the COO’s annual performance agreement. 

FSA Comments and Our Response 

We provided a draft of this report to the Department and FSA for comment. Only FSA 
provided comments on the draft report. We summarize FSA’s comments at the end of 
each finding and provide the full text of the comments at the end of this report. 

FSA disagreed with Finding 1, stating that it had processes and related policies and 
procedures to ensure that its FY 2020–2024 strategic goals, objectives, and performance 
indicators were effective. FSA also listed several strategic planning activities that it 
performed, and it described how its FY 2020 Annual Report related to the FY 2020–2024 
strategic planning process. FSA agreed with Recommendation 1.1, stating that it would 
establish a standard operating procedure document to help strengthen its management 
of the strategic planning process. 

FSA agreed with Finding 2 and Recommendation 2.1, stating that it will build into its 
performance management activities steps to monitor and track the COO’s performance 
agreement and ensure proper public posting of that agreement as required by 
legislation. 

Regarding Finding 1, our report acknowledges that the strategic goals, objectives, and 
majority of performance indicators that FSA included in its strategic plan are effective 
and describes the activities that FSA took to develop its FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. 
However, as FSA commented, the activities that it took to develop the FY 2020–2024 
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Strategic Plan were not documented processes. We clarified the finding to better 
explain what we meant in the draft report saying that FSA did not have policies and 
procedures to guide its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning. 

FSA’s proposed actions, if implemented, are responsive to both of our 
recommendations. 
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Introduction 
Background 

Congress established a performance-based organization (PBO) within the U.S. 
Department of Education (Department) through the Higher Education Amendments of 
1998 (P.L. 105-244). These amendments added section 141 to the Higher Education Act 
of 1965, as amended (HEA), and stated that the PBO should be responsible for the 
delivery of Federal student financial assistance. 

According to the December 30, 2019, Congressional Research Service report, “The Office 
of Federal Student Aid as a Performance-Based Organization,” Federal Student Aid (FSA) 
was established as a PBO in response to a belief in Congress and the U.S. Department of 
Education (Department) that student aid programs were mismanaged and that the 
Department needed restructuring to improve Federal student aid delivery. The report 
further states that, in general, PBOs are intended to be business-like, results-driven 
organizations that have clear objectives and measurable goals designed to improve an 
agency’s performance and transparency; leaders of a PBO are to be held accountable for 
meeting organization goals, with continued tenure and a portion of compensation 
linked to these measures of success. In exchange, PBOs and their leaders are granted 
greater discretion to deviate from certain government-wide management processes and 
to operate more like private-sector companies. 

Section 141(a)(1)(C) of the HEA granted the PBO administrative and operational 
authority over the programs authorized by Title IV of the HEA (Title IV). Responsibility 
for developing and disseminating policy and regulations relevant to the Title IV student 
financial assistance programs, however, remains with the Secretary of Education 
(Secretary). 

Section 141(a)(2) of the HEA states that the PBO’s purposes in part are to improve 
service to students and other Title IV program participants, reduce the costs of 
administering the Title IV programs, and increase the accountability of the officials 
administering the Title IV programs. In fulfilling these responsibilities, FSA manages and 
oversees grants, Federal Work Study, and loans to students attending approximately 
6,000 participating institutions of higher education. As of fiscal year (FY) 2020, the 
student loan portfolio overseen by FSA totaled more than $1.5 trillion across more than 
45 million borrowers.5 

 

5 “Federal Student Aid, Annual Report FY 2020.” 
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FSA documents its strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators in a 5-year 
strategic plan that it makes publicly available through its website. In “Federal Student 
Aid, Fiscal Year 2020 Through 2024 Strategic Plan” (FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan), FSA 
established the following five strategic goals: 

1. Empower a high-performing organization; 

2. Provide a world-class customer experience to the students, parents, and 
borrowers it serves; 

3. Increase partner engagement and oversight effectiveness; 

4. Strengthen data protection and cybersecurity safeguards; and  

5. Enhance the management and transparency of the student loan portfolio. 

The plan also describes 15 strategic objectives and 44 performance indicators (see 
Appendix B). 

Governance and Accountability 
FSA operates under the direction of the Secretary. Section 141(b)(1) of the HEA instructs 
the Secretary to work with the Chief Operating Officer (COO) for the PBO in developing 
policy and regulations and to assist the COO for the PBO in identifying goals for 
administering the delivery of student financial assistance under Title IV. In addition, 
section 141(d)(4)(A) of the HEA requires the Secretary and the COO for the PBO to enter 
into an annual performance agreement that sets forth measurable organization and 
individual goals. 

Sections 141(c)(1) and (2) of the HEA established two annual reporting requirements for 
the PBO to inform Congress and the public of its progress in achieving its intended 
purposes and goals. Specifically, the Secretary and the COO for the PBO must (1) agree 
on and publicly release each year a 5-year performance plan that includes measurable 
goals and objectives and the action steps necessary to achieve a modernized student 
financial assistance delivery system and (2) provide an annual report to Congress that 
describes the results achieved relative to those goals and objectives. 

The FSA Council reviews and approves FSA’s strategic plan before it is sent for review 
through the Department’s clearance process. Chaired by the COO for FSA, the FSA 
Council also includes the Principal Deputy COO; Deputy COO for Student Experience and 
Aid Delivery; Deputy COO for Partner Participation and Oversight; Deputy COO for 
Strategic Measures and Outcomes; Deputy COO for Strategy, Innovation, and 
Transformation; and the Program Manager for Next Gen. The FSA Council meets weekly 
to discuss FSA’s strategic goals and objectives and to make key strategic decisions. Other 
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FSA employees, known as functional advisors, attend FSA Council meetings as needed to 
provide perspective. 

Best Practices for Establishing Effective Goals, Objectives, and 
Performance Indicators  
Part 6 of the December 2019 version of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
Circular No. A-11, “Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget,” states that 
strategic goals and objectives should be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and 
timebound and related performance indicators should measure the results of actions 
that would help advance or achieve the established strategic goals and objectives. 

• Specific: Section 230.7 states that strategic goals should be specific enough for 
the public to clearly understand how the goal supports the agency’s mission and 
communicates the agency’s unique responsibilities. Section 230.8 states that 
strategic objectives should express more specifically the results or direction the 
agency will work to achieve outcomes to make progress on its mission and 
provide services to customers. 

• Measurable: Section 200.22 states that outcome-oriented strategic goals and 
supporting activities should further the agency’s mission. Section 230.8 states 
that when developing each objective, the agency should consider how to 
measure progress toward achieving it. In addition, section 200.22 states that 
each objective is tracked through a suite of performance goals and other 
indicators. 

• Achievable: Section 200.22 states that strategic goals should articulate clear 
statements of what the agency wants to achieve to advance its mission. Section 
230.8 states that the purpose of each strategic objective is to align agency 
efforts toward achieving the intended outcome. In addition, section 200.5 states 
that agency leaders at all levels of the organization are accountable for choosing 
goals and indicators wisely and for setting ambitious, yet realistic, targets. 

• Relevant: Section 230.7 states that strategic goals should reflect the broad, 
long-term outcomes the agency aspires to achieve by implementing its mission. 
Section 200.22 states that strategic goals should articulate clear statements of 
what the agency wants to achieve to advance its mission and address relevant 
national problems, needs, challenges and opportunities. In addition, section 
230.8 states that strategic objectives should be articulated so they express 
future direction or vision. 

• Timebound: Section 230.7 states that strategic goals should reflect the broad, 
long-term outcomes the agency aspires to achieve by implementing its mission. 
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Section 240.9 states that data need to be sufficiently accurate and timely to 
inform a decision, behavior, or outcome by those who have authority to take 
action to drive progress towards mission, service, and stewardship outcomes. 

Section 200.22 of the circular defines a performance indicator as a measurable value 
that indicates the state or level of something. Section 240.9 states that data are most 
valuable when they are meaningful for analyzing progress and identifying ways to 
improve performance. 
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Finding 1. FSA Did Not Have Documented 
Processes to Guide Its FY 2020–2024 Strategic 
Planning 

FSA did not have documented processes to guide its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning 
and to ensure that the strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators included 
in the plan were effective. Only after a new COO for FSA was officially installed in 
March 2019 did FSA start the FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities. As a result, 
contrary to section 141(c)(1)(A) of the HEA, FSA did not publish its FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan by the start of the performance period (October 1, 2019) or even before 
the end of the first year of the performance period. FSA did not publish the final plan 
until December 21, 2020, more than 14 months after the performance period began. 
Despite FSA not having documented processes to guide its strategic planning, the 
strategic goals, objectives, and majority of performance indicators included in the final 
FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan are effective. 

While we recognize that the Department and FSA included effective strategic goals, 
objectives, and performance indicators in FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan, we stress 
that it is equally important for FSA to have documented processes for ensuring that 
each 5-year strategic plan for FSA is created, reviewed, approved, and made publicly 
available by the start of the performance period covered by the plan. Without 
documented processes for ensuring that a strategic plan in place by the start of each 
performance period, FSA officials and other employees might not have fully understood 
what was expected of them or how they would be evaluated during the first year of the 
5-year performance period. Additionally, stakeholders, including the President and 
Secretary, could not effectively evaluate FSA’s performance and did not have 
information necessary to hold FSA leaders accountable for improving the administration 
and modernizing the delivery of student financial assistance under Title IV of the HEA. 
To provide reasonable assurance that FSA employees understand what is expected of 
them and stakeholders know what performance goals FSA should achieve, FSA should 
ensure that its future strategic plans are in place by the start of the relevant period. 

FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic Planning Activities 

FSA did not begin its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities until a new COO was 
officially installed in March 2019. It did not complete the strategic planning activities 
until it published the final strategic plan on December 21, 2020. 

Records of previous strategic planning activities did not exist and thus could not help to 
guide FSA’s FY 2020–2024 strategic planning. Because FSA had not previously created 
documented processes to guide strategic planning, the former COO for FSA directed the 
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Chief Executive for Strategic Planning and Reporting (SPAR) to facilitate the FY 2020–
2024 strategic planning. The Chief Executive for SPAR used a model that incorporated 
a tiered approach for engagement and required strategic goals, objectives, and 
performance indicators to be communicated throughout the organization before the 
plan was finalized. The FY 2020–2024 strategic planning consisted of internal FSA 
activities, collaboration with other Department offices, and feedback from external 
stakeholders. The Chief Executive for SPAR retained documents and records relevant to 
the FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities that the Department and FSA completed 
from March 2019 through December 2020. The documents and records of these 
activities could be used to develop documented processes for use during future 
strategic planning cycles. 

FSA’s Internal Activities 
Engagement started with FSA senior leaders meeting and establishing an initial set of 
strategic goals and objectives. Once FSA senior leaders established the preliminary 
strategic goals and objectives, personnel from FSA’s business units separately met with 
the Chief Executive for SPAR to discuss how their work would impact the preliminary 
strategic goals and objectives, suggest ideas for new or revised goals and objectives, and 
identify potential performance indicators and related targets.6 Personnel from the 
following FSA business units participated in those meetings: Strategic Communications, 
Technology Office, Student Experience and Aid Delivery, Partner Participation and 
Oversight, Strategic Measures and Outcomes, Administrative Services/Human 
Resources, and Next Gen. 

Next, FSA senior leaders and employees with direct responsibility for achieving an 
objective discussed the suggested ideas for new or revised goals and objectives and the 
potential performance indicators and related targets identified by personnel from FSA’s 
business units. These discussions resulted in decisions on how to accomplish the goals 
and objectives. They also resulted in the identification of performance indicators and 
related targets that would demonstrate FSA’s progress toward accomplishing or 
accomplishment of the goals and objectives. FSA’s initial FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan 
included 5 strategic goals, 14 strategic objectives, and 23 performance indicators. The 
FSA Council reviewed and approved FSA’s initial FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan before FSA 
submitted it through the Department’s clearance process for review, comment, and 
approval by internal stakeholders. 

 

6 Related targets are quantifiable or otherwise measurable characteristics, typically expressed as 
a number, that tell how well or at what level an agency aspires to perform. 
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Despite FSA Not Having Documented Processes to Guide 
Strategic Planning, the Strategic Goals, Objectives, and 
Performance Indicators Included in FSA’s FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan Are Effective 

The strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators included in FSA’s FY 2020–
2024 Strategic Plan are effective. We concluded that all 5 strategic goals and all 
15 strategic objectives are effective because they are specific, measurable, achievable, 
relevant, and timebound.7 They also align with the former Secretary's goals and 
guidance and the Department's FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan. Additionally, 
37 (84 percent) of the 44 performance indicators included in FSA’s final FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan are effective. The 37 performance indicators are intended to measure the 
results of the actions that FSA took or will take to make progress toward achieving its 
strategic goals and objectives. They also align with the former Secretary's goals and 
guidance and the Department's FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan. For the other 
7 (16 percent) performance indicators, as of the end of our audit period, FSA had not 
fully developed or approved the methodologies it would use to measure progress 
before it issued the FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. The methodologies for four of these 
seven performance indicators, related to the strategic goals of providing world-class 
customer experience, increasing partner engagement and oversight effectiveness, and 
enhancing the management and transparency of the student loan portfolio, were 
incomplete. Also, the methodologies for three of these seven performance indicators, 
related to the strategic goal of enhancing the management and transparency of the 
student loan portfolio, were fully developed but had yet to be approved. FSA’s 
descriptions of all seven performance indicators align with, and are relevant to, the 
objectives they are intended to measure. However, because the methodologies for 
measuring progress had not been fully developed or approved, we could not determine 
whether the seven performance indicators will be measurable. 

Documented Processes with Time-specific Milestones for 
Completing Key Strategic Planning Activities Are Needed 

Sections 3.09 through 3.11 of the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s “Standards 
for Internal Control in the Federal Government,” (September 2014), state that 
management should develop and maintain documentation of its internal control 
system. Effective documentation assists in management’s design of internal control by 
establishing and communicating the who, what, when, where, and why of internal 

 

7 See Appendix B for a list of the 15 strategic objectives and 44 performance indicators FSA included in 
its FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. 
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control execution to personnel. Documentation also provides a means to retain 
organizational knowledge, mitigate the risk of having that knowledge limited to a few 
personnel, and communicate that knowledge as needed to external parties, such as 
external auditors. Management documents internal control to meet operational needs. 
Documentation of internal control is evidence that controls are identified, capable of 
being communicated to those responsible for their performance, and capable of being 
monitored and evaluated by the entity. 

Effective strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators are important. But it is 
equally important that the Department and FSA ensure that any strategic plan is timely 
developed and made public. FSA did not start its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning 
activities until March 2019, about 6 months before the start of the FY 2020 performance 
period. Given the possibility of an extensive and lengthy internal stakeholder feedback 
process and mandatory external stakeholder comment period, 6 months might not 
provide sufficient time for FSA to draft and finalize a strategic plan before the start of 
the performance period. Accordingly, FSA should start the strategic planning activities 
sooner and communicate with internal stakeholders, such as the Office of the Secretary 
and Deputy Secretary and Office of the Under Secretary, earlier in the cycle to ensure 
that future strategic plans are issued before the start of the performance period. 
Documented processes could help FSA ensure that key strategic planning activities are 
completed timely and strategic plans are issued before the start of each performance 
period. Documented processes also would mitigate the risks associated with turnover of 
key personnel. 

As a PBO, FSA is allowed to operate without the constraints of certain rules and 
regulations to facilitate the achievement of specific measurable goals and objectives. 
Therefore, it is important for FSA to ensure that it has a strategic plan with measurable 
strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators and related targets in place at 
the start of each performance period. Because the FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan was not 
in place until December 2020 (more than 14 months after the start of the performance 
period), FSA officials and other employees might not have fully understood what was 
expected of them or how they would be evaluated during the first year of the 5-year 
performance period. Additionally, stakeholders, including the President and Secretary, 
could not effectively evaluate FSA’s performance and did not have information 
necessary to hold FSA leaders accountable for improving the administration and 
modernizing the delivery of the student financial assistance under Title IV of the HEA. To 
provide reasonable assurance that FSA employees understand what is expected of them 
and stakeholders know what performance goals FSA should achieve, FSA should ensure 
that future strategic plans are in place before the start of the relevant performance 
period. 
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Recommendation 

We recommend that the COO for FSA— 

1.1 Design and document processes to guide FSA through future strategic planning. 
The documented processes should consider time-specific milestones for 
completing key activities, such as the Department’s internal stakeholder 
feedback processes and the statutory external stakeholder comment period. 
The processes should also be designed to ensure compliance with the HEA. 

FSA Comments 

FSA disagreed with the finding, stating that it had processes and related policies and 
procedures to ensure that its FY 2020–2024 strategic goals, objectives, and performance 
indicators were effective. FSA listed several strategic planning activities that it 
performed. FSA also described how its FY 2020 Annual Report related to the FY 2020–
2024 strategic planning process. Specifically, it stated that the FY 2020 Annual Report 
described FSA’s performance results in meeting the strategic goals and objectives. FSA 
also stated that the Annual Performance Report within the FY 2020 Annual Report is 
how it demonstrated that the strategic goals, objectives, and performance metrics were 
effective in achieving FSA’s mission and vision. 

While it disagreed with the finding, FSA said that it would establish a standard operating 
procedure document to help strengthen its management of the strategic planning 
process. 

OIG Response 

The finding describes the activities that FSA took to develop its FY 2020–2024 Strategic 
Plan. The finding also acknowledges that the strategic goals, objectives, and majority of 
performance indicators that FSA included in its strategic plan are effective. However, 
FSA did not have documented processes to guide its strategic planning and to ensure 
that the strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators would be effective. We 
clarified the finding by explaining that FSA did not have documented processes in place 
before starting its FY 2020–2024 strategic planning. 

FSA’s proposed action to establish a standard operating procedure document to help 
strengthen its strategic planning, if implemented, is responsive to the recommendation. 
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Finding 2. The Secretary and COO for FSA Have 
Not Executed Performance Agreements for the 
COO Since FY 2015 

According to section 141(d)(3) of the HEA, the Chief Operating Officer may be removed 
by the President or the Secretary for failure to meet performance goals set forth in the 
performance agreement described in paragraph (4). Section 141(d)(4) of the HEA 
requires the Secretary and the COO for the PBO to enter into and make publicly 
available an annual performance agreement that sets forth measurable organization 
and individual goals. We found that former secretaries and former COOs for FSA have 
not executed performance agreements for the COO since FY 2015. 

We asked FSA to provide us with performance agreements between the former 
Secretary and the former COO for FSA that had been executed since March 2019, when 
a new COO was appointed. In response, FSA provided us with a FY 2019 performance 
evaluation of the former COO for FSA. However, that evaluation did not demonstrate 
that the former Secretary and the former COO for FSA had executed a performance 
agreement at the start of the FY 2019 performance period. FSA provided us with a 
FY 2020 performance agreement for the former COO for FSA. However, it was not 
executed until September 17, 2020, 13 days before the end of the FY 2020 performance 
period, and it was not signed by the former Secretary or a Department official who had 
officially been delegated the authority to sign the performance agreement. 

FSA also provided us with FY 2016 and FY 2017 performance agreements for a former 
COO for FSA.8 However, they were not signed by the former Secretary. As of 
March 2021, the most recent publicly available performance agreement for a COO for 
FSA was the one executed for FY 2015.9 

As we noted in the Introduction, as a PBO, FSA operates without the constraints of 
certain rules and regulations in exchange for being a results-driven organization with 
measurable performance goals and objectives. Accountability for results is measured in 
part by performance agreements and performance evaluations, including the COO for 
FSA’s performance agreements and evaluations. Without executed performance 

 

8 The former COO noted here was the COO for FSA who held the position from September 2011 through 
May 2017. 

9 According to FSA, a performance agreement was not executed for FY 2018 because a permanent COO 
for FSA was not in place long enough to necessitate it. 
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agreements that were both timely and publicly available, stakeholders, including the 
President and the Secretary, could not hold FSA leaders accountable for improving the 
administration and modernizing the delivery of student financial assistance under 
Title IV of the HEA. 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the Secretary and the COO for FSA— 

2.1 Ensure that they timely execute and make publicly available an annual 
performance agreement for the COO. 

FSA Comments 

FSA agreed with the finding and stated that it would build into its performance 
management activities steps to monitor and track the COO’s performance agreement 
and ensure proper public posting of that agreement as required by the PBO legislation. 

OIG Response 

FSA’s proposed action, if implemented, is responsive to the recommendation. 
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Appendix A. Scope and Methodology 
Our audit covered FSA’s strategic planning and related activities from March 2019 
through issuance of the final FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan in December 2020. It also 
included the activities FSA used to obtain feedback from internal and external 
stakeholders. 

To achieve our objective, we first gained an understanding of the following laws, 
regulations, and other guidance relevant to FSA’s 2020–2024 strategic planning 
activities: 

• Section 141 of the HEA, “Performance-Based Organization for the Delivery of 
Federal Student Financial Assistance;” 

• The Government Performance and Results Modernization Act of 2010;  

• Performance Improvement Council, “The Federal Performance Management 
Law and Framework;” 

• OMB Circular A-11, “Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget” 
(December 2019), Part 6, sections 200.5, 200.22, 230.7, 230.8, and 240.9; 

• OMB Circular A-123, “Management’s Responsibility for Enterprise Risk 
Management and Internal Control” (July 2016); 

• Government Accountability Office, “Internal Control Management and 
Evaluation Tool” (August 2001); 

• Government Accountability Office, “Standards for Internal Control in the Federal 
Government” (September 2014); 

• The Department’s FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan; and 

• Priorities of the Secretary: Key 2019 Rethink School Initiatives. 

We then gained an understanding of FSA’s FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities 
through interviews. We interviewed employees, officials, or both, from the Department, 
FSA, and OMB who had a significant role in establishing or reviewing the strategic goals, 
objectives, and performance indicators included in FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. 
Specifically, from FSA, we interviewed the former COO; Chief Executive for SPAR; former 
Principal Deputy COO; Deputy COO for Partner Participation and Oversight; Deputy COO 
for Student Experience and Aid Delivery; former Deputy COO for Strategic Measures and 
Outcomes; and Deputy COO for Strategy, Innovation, and Transformation. We also 
interviewed those Department employees and officials who reviewed or had knowledge 
of their office’s review of FSA’s draft FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan. Specifically, we 
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interviewed the former Deputy Secretary; former Principal Deputy Under Secretary; 
Performance Improvement Officer; Director of the Office of the Executive Secretariat; 
Chief Information Officer; former Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy, Planning, 
and Innovation; and Deputy Assistant General Counsel for Postsecondary and 
Departmental Law Service. Additionally, we interviewed the program analyst from the 
Resource Management Group of OMB. The OMB program analyst met quarterly with 
FSA to obtain updates on FSA’s milestones, implementation, and metrics relevant to its 
budget execution. To assess the reliability of the testimonial evidence, we compared 
information obtained through interviews with records of the Department's and FSA's 
FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities retained by the Chief Executive for SPAR. We 
concluded that the testimonial evidence we obtained was sufficiently reliable within the 
context of our audit objective. 

Next, we reviewed documents and records. We reviewed FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic 
Plan (draft and final versions), FY 2019 and FY 2020 annual reports, and strategic plan 
status update presentations; records showing the Department’s review and approval of 
FSA’s strategic plan; and documents relevant to the Department’s Executive Secretariat 
clearance process, including a list of frequently asked questions and answers and other 
guidance about the Department’s clearance process. We also reviewed the former COO 
for FSA’s performance agreements for FYs 2016, 2017, and 2020 and a performance 
evaluation of the former COO for FSA for FY 2019.10 The purpose of this review was to 
gain an understanding of how the Secretary holds the COO accountable and to verify the 
existence of performance agreements required under section 141(d)(4) of the HEA. 

We then obtained an understanding of all five areas of internal control (control 
environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and 
monitoring) relevant to FSA’s FY 2020–2024 strategic planning activities.11 We 
concluded that the following areas and principles of internal control were significant to 
our audit objective. 

 

10 We asked for but did not receive performance agreements for the COO for FSA for either FY 2018 or 
FY 2019. According to FSA, a performance agreement was not executed for FY 2018 because the former 
COO for FSA was in that role for less than 120 days, and the Department official delegated the duties of 
the COO for the remainder of FY 2018 was not officially the COO for FSA. 

11 As described in the Government Accountability Office’s “Standards for Internal Control in the Federal 
Government” (September 2014). 
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• Control environment—oversight structure, oversight for the internal control 
system, assignment of responsibility and delegation of authority, and 
documentation of FSA’s and the Department’s internal control system. 

• Control activities—design of appropriate types of control activities, design of 
control activities at various levels, documentation of responsibilities through 
policies, and periodic review of control activities. 

• Information and communication—quality information and relevant data from 
reliable sources. 

• Monitoring—establishment of a baseline, internal control system monitoring, 
and evaluation of results. 

Our assessment of internal control over FSA’s strategic planning identified weaknesses 
with respect to the Department’s control environment and FSA’s control activities 
(see Finding 1 and Finding 2). 

Next, we compared FSA’s FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan with the former Secretary’s goals 
and guidance and the Department’s FY 2018–2022 Strategic Plan to determine whether 
FSA’s strategic goals, objectives, and performance indicators aligned with the 
Department’s where appropriate. 

Finally, we compared the goals, objectives, and performance indicators that FSA 
included in its final FY 2020–2024 Strategic Plan with best practices described in OMB 
Circular No. A-11, “Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget” 
(December 2019), Part 6, sections 200.5, 200.22, 230.7, 230.8, and 240.9. The purpose 
of this comparison was to determine whether FSA’s FY 2020–2024 strategic goals and 
objectives were specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and timebound and related 
performance indicators measured the results of actions that FSA took to advance or 
achieve its strategic goals and objectives. 

Compliance with Standards  

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the 
audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe that the evidence 
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our 
audit objective. 

We remotely conducted our audit from March 2020 through February 2021. We 
discussed the results of our audit with FSA and Department officials on March 8, 2021, 
and provided them with a draft of this report on April 14, 2021.  
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Appendix D. Acronyms and Abbreviations 
COO Chief Operating Officer 

Department U.S. Department of Education 

Department’s 
FY 2018–2022 
Strategic Plan 

“U.S. Department of Education Strategic Plan for Fiscal 
Years 2018–2022” 

FSA Federal Student Aid 

FY fiscal year 

FY 2020–2024 
Strategic Plan 

“Federal Student Aid, Fiscal Year 2020 Through 2024 
Strategic Plan” 

HEA Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended 

OMB The Office of Management and Budget 

PBO performance-based organization 

Secretary Secretary of Education 

SPAR Strategic Planning and Reporting 

Title IV Title IV of the HEA 
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